It is shown that any topologically trivial (and, hence, any jti-constant) deformation of an isolated quasihomogeneous hypersurface singularity is equimultiple.
Introduction. In his retiring Presidential address to the American Mathematical Society in 1971, Zariski asked whether two hypersurface singularities which were homeomorphic as embedded varieties necessarily had the same multiplicity [10] . Despite Zariski's allowance that he would be "greatly disappointed" if topologists did not settle the issue in short order, his question remains unanswered.
Even special cases of Zariski's problem have proved intractable. For instance, a necessary and sufficient condition that the hypersurfaces in a family of isolated hypersurface singularities all be homeomorphic as embedded varieties is that family bé /¿-constant (for necessity, see, for example, [7] ; for sufficiency, see [5] , when the dimension is not two; see [6] , for an announcement in the two-dimensional case). Thus, one might ask whether /x-constant families of singularities are equimultiple. This is known to be the case if the family satisfies the Whitney condition [4] (or, equivalently, [8] , if the family is ju*-constant). However, not all /¿-constant families are /x*-constant [2] .
The purpose of this note is to show that a particular class of /¿-constant families of singularities are equimultiple. This class includes all known examples of /x-constant families which are not /¿""-constant. More specifically, we prove the following.
Theorem. Any family of hypersurface singularities which is a p-constant deformation of an isolated quasihomogeneous singularity is equimultiple.
I am very grateful to D. von Straten, who called my attention to Varchenko's result (Proposition 2 below). The original version of this paper was much longer, most of it being devoted to the proof of a weaker version of Proposition 2.
Proof of the theorem. We fix a coordinate system x1,...,x"onC. Definition.
Let w = (wx,...,wn) be a fixed vector in (R+)". We say that a monomial x"' ■ • ■ x"" has w-degree d if £w,a, = d. Suppose that /: C", 0 -» C, 0 is a quasihomogeneous polynomial with weights w and w-degree d (that is, suppose that / can be written as a linear combination of monomials of w-degree d). A deformation F: C" X C, 0 X C -* C, 0 of / will be said to be upper if the expansion F(x,t)=f(x) + tfl(x) + t2f2(x)+ ■■■ of F in powers of the deformation parameter / is such that each f(x) is a linear combination of monomials of w-degree greater than or equal to d. (The term upper refers to the fact that the deformation involves adding terms on or above the Newton polygon of /.) As usual, for fixed / g C, we let Ft; C", 0 -* C, 0 be the function defined by setting Ft(x) = F(x,t). Let mt denote the multiplicity and /¿, the Milnor number (if defined) of Ft at the origin. The deformation F is equimultiple (resp., p-constant) if m0 = mt (resp., /¿0 = /¿,) for all t sufficiently close to 0. Proposition 1. /// is a quasihomogeneous polynomial with an isolated singularity at the origin, then any upper deformation of f is equimultiple.
Proof. Let x = (xv..., xn) be variables and w be weights with respect to which / is quasihomogeneous.
Let d be the w-degree of /. Because / has an isolated singularity, for each i, 1 < i < n, we can choose j¡ to be some (say, the least) k, 1 < k < n, for which the monomial xf'xk appears in the expansion of / as a linear combination of monomials. (Here, we allow /' = k. If j¡ were not to exist for some i, then the entire x,-axis would consist of singular points-an observation due to Arnol'd [1] .) By renumbering, we may assume that 6, < b2 < • • • < bn.
Let xa = x"1 ■ ■ ■ x"" be a monomial with w-degree greater than or equal to d. I claim that the multiplicity of xa is greater than bv This will, at one stroke, show that the multiplicity of f is b1 + 1, and establish the theorem.
To establish the claim, suppose first that the w-degree of x" is equal to d. For each i, 1 < i< n, we have bjwj + Wj = d.
Multiply the z'th equation by a¡, and write b¡ = b1 + c, where c, > 0. Sum over all i, and transpose to get {bl -£a,-)</ + I>,c,w, + XXvv, = 0.
Since the third term is strictly positive and the second nonnegative, the above relation cannot hold unless the multiplicity La, of the monomial x" is strictly greater than b1. A trivial modification of the above argument takes care of the case of higher w-degree and completes the proof.
This establishes the theorem in what appears to be a special case. However, we now invoke the result following, which is an immediate corollary of a theorem due to Varchenko [9] (see also [2, Varchenko's proof of the above result uses mixed Hodge theory to estimate the codimension of the /¿-constant stratum in a versal deformation of a quasihomogeneous polynomial. We remark that the converse of Proposition 2 is also true, and is considerably easier to prove.
Note. Gert-Martin Greuel (Univ. Kaiserslautern) has independently proved the main theorem of this paper. His proof also uses Varchenko's theorem, but is otherwise quite different from ours.
